
CYRISMA SOLUTION

BENEFITS

East House

"The solution that CYRISMA offered us 

was a way to discover all devices within 

our network, provided a user-friendly 

output of active vulnerabilities on our 

network and endpoints, identi�ed where 

we had a gap in saving certain types of 

sensitive data which is helping us clean up 

our environment by properly archiving 

data, and we were able to see how our 

devices stack up to CIS Benchmarks and 

identi�ed certain settings that needed to 

be changed/updated" Elizabeth McGrath, 

Director of IT

"By using the Mitigation Planning that 

CYRISMA offers, we have been able to 

reduce the potential risks that exist and 

assign remediation to both internal and 

external IT resources and have the ability 

to monitor the progress. Also, this has 

given us the Executive Summary reports 

necessary to keep our board informed of 

our current state and progress for 

cybersecurity initiatives" Elizabeth 

McGrath, Director of IT

East House improves their security posture

CHALLENGES

"As a non-pro�t, East House 

needs to be cost-conscience 

regarding the tools we use. We 

love that CYRISMA gives us the 

ability to understand the risks 

that are present within our 

environment and actions that can 

be taken to remediate identi�ed 

vulnerabilities. CYRISMA has 

given us the ability to look at our 

environment from several 

different angles that we did not 

consider previously" Elizabeth 

McGrath, Director of IT

CASE STUDY

The only function of the vulnerability management 

process East House had was a patching schedule 

with no way to verify if they were applying their 

patches everywhere within their network. 
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Rapid Deployment - With minimal impact on resources, the 

CYRISMA implementation is quick and easy. Typically after 1.5 

hours, customers are ready to go.

Proactiveness - CYRISMA allows our customers to develop a 

proven security framework reducing the risk of of cyber threats 

through a three-way structured approach (Data Discovery, Risk 

Assessment & Relevant Action).

Simplicity - A feature rich platform with all the features on one 

single and easy to use interface to eliminate the need to piece 

multiple technology vendors together to reduce confusion and 

increase focus.

Being a HIPAA compliant organization, East House needed a cybersecurity risk platform to be 

implemented to ensure their organization remained compliant thus reducing their risk exposure and 

likelihood of any potential data breaches.

DISCOVER - CYRISMA gives our customers the ability to 

identify risks and unknown vulnerabilities.

Founded in 1996, East House is a non for pro�t 

organization located in Rochester, NY that provides 

residential and recovery support to individuals who 

have either serious mental health or substance disorder 

diagnosis'.

With staff of approximately 200, East House supports 

individuals in their path to recovery.

About CYRISMA

During this time, East House had no overall cyber risk 

visibility that would provide them with information 

about other risks that were potentially present on their 

network and endpoints such as data classi�cation, 

secure con�guration and their tactical risk awareness.

UNDERSTAND - Removing cybersecurity complexities, 

our customers can understand the risks so they can 

easily stay organized.

CYRISMA is a consolidated SaaS platform for complete cyber risk management. With multiple scan 

types and capabilities included in a single interface, CYRISMA eliminates the cost and complexity of the 

multiple scanning and assessment tools that you would otherwise have to use for effective risk

management.

Platform capabilities:

1.       Sensitive Data Discovery

2.       Internal and External Vulnerability Scanning (Agent-less and Agent-based)

3.       Secure Con�guration Assessment

4.       Dark Web Monitoring

5.       Risk Monetization

6.       Risk Mitigation 

7.       Compliance Tracking

8.       Risk Scoring and Reporting

Why use CYRISMA:

·      Allows for tool consolidation, reduces complexity

·      Multiple powerful features in a single platform

·      Outcome-focused, with easy-to-track, measurable results

·      Easily addresses budget and resource constraints

·      Reporting on several critical, sensitive risk areas

·      Best solution for Cyber Risk Assessments

ABOUT THE PARTNER

MITIGATE -  We simplify the mitigation process by 

assigning accountability to individuals within your 

organization or service provider to reduce your risks to a 

tolerable level.

QUICK SUMMARY

THE PROBLEM

As a HIPAA compliant organization, East House were 

performing a patch schedule with no full visibility of 

risks on their network.

THE SOLUTION

CYRISMA's data classi�cation, secure con�guration and 

risk awareness capabilities gives customer's a full 

holistic view of their network and endpoints.

THE END RESULT

East House are able to fully understand the risks 

identi�ed in their environment and with features and 

capabilities of CYRISMA, were able to take the 

necessary action to mitigate vulnerabilities through 

different mechanisms that were never considered 

before.

• SIZE: 200 EMPLOYEES

• LOCATION: ROCHESTER, NY

• NATURE OF BUSINESS: Health & Human Svcs.

• ENDPOINTS: 200

www.cyrisma.com

MANAGE -  With the CYRISMA platform, you can analyze 

your risks to create trends and metrics that gives you insight 

on the past, present and future security objectives to heighten 

your security posture.
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(585) 460 - 1352

sales@cyrisma.com


